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Archaeological evidence indicates that pig domestication had
begun by ∼10,500 y before the present (BP) in the Near East,
and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) suggests that pigs arrived in
Europe alongside farmers ∼8,500 y BP. A few thousand years after
the introduction of Near Eastern pigs into Europe, however, their
characteristic mtDNA signature disappeared and was replaced by
haplotypes associated with European wild boars. This turnover
could be accounted for by substantial gene flow from local European wild boars, although it is also possible that European wild
boars were domesticated independently without any genetic contribution from the Near East. To test these hypotheses, we obtained
mtDNA sequences from 2,099 modern and ancient pig samples and
63 nuclear ancient genomes from Near Eastern and European pigs.
Our analyses revealed that European domestic pigs dating from
7,100 to 6,000 y BP possessed both Near Eastern and European
nuclear ancestry, while later pigs possessed no more than 4% Near
Eastern ancestry, indicating that gene flow from European wild
boars resulted in a near-complete disappearance of Near East ancestry. In addition, we demonstrate that a variant at a locus encoding
black coat color likely originated in the Near East and persisted in
European pigs. Altogether, our results indicate that while pigs were
not independently domesticated in Europe, the vast majority of
human-mediated selection over the past 5,000 y focused on the
genomic fraction derived from the European wild boars, and not
on the fraction that was selected by early Neolithic farmers over
the first 2,500 y of the domestication process.
domestication
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he emergence of agricultural societies in the Near East at
least 12,500 y before the present (BP) was followed by the
westward dispersal of farmers into Europe beginning ∼8,500 y
BP (1–4). This Neolithic expansion was characterized by the
human-mediated dispersal of domesticated plants and animals,
including cereals, pulses, sheep, goats, cattle, and pigs, all of
which were derived from wild species indigenous to the Near
East and Anatolia (5, 6). Given that the wild progenitors of
modern domestic sheep and goats were never present in Europe,
the presence of their remains in European archaeological sites
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Significance
Archaeological evidence indicates that domestic pigs arrived in
Europe, alongside farmers from the Near East ∼8,500 y ago, yet
mitochondrial genomes of modern European pigs are derived from
European wild boars. To address this conundrum, we obtained mitochondrial and nuclear data from modern and ancient Near Eastern
and European pigs. Our analyses indicate that, aside from a coat
color gene, most Near Eastern ancestry in the genomes of European
domestic pigs disappeared over 3,000 y as a result of interbreeding
with local wild boars. This implies that pigs were not domesticated
independently in Europe, yet the first 2,500 y of human-mediated
selection applied by Near Eastern Neolithic farmers played little role
in the development of modern European pigs.
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Ancient pigs reveal a near-complete genomic turnover
following their introduction to Europe
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almost certainly represents populations originally domesticated
in Anatolia and the Near East. In the case of cattle and pigs,
however, the widespread distribution of their wild progenitors
across most of Eurasia complicates the classification of archaeological specimens as wild or domestic, and leaves open the
possibility that these taxa were also independently domesticated
in Europe. Consequently, the relative contribution of European
wild boars populations to the gene pools of domestics introduced
from the Near East remains contentious (7).
Traditional methods for distinguishing between wild and domestic pigs rely primarily on archaeological context and size differences (8) or are based on demographic profiling (9, 10). More
recent methods have relied on the analysis of dental shape variation using geometric morphometrics (11, 12) and stable isotopes
(13). Morphological analyses of archeological pig remains have
indicated that the first domestic pigs introduced from the Near
East were substantially smaller than European wild boars, something most clearly visible in tooth size (e.g., ref. 14). Dental development is generally unaffected by nutrition until extreme
starvation approaches (15), and tooth size is slow to change. For
example, Australian feral pigs whose ancestors have been living
outside of anthropogenic contexts for as long as 2 centuries still
possess the small tooth sizes of their domestic ancestors, even
though their body size has substantially enlarged (16). In Europe,
the earliest domesticated pigs (identified using tooth size) have
been recovered from archaeological contexts associated with the
earliest Neolithic farmers by ∼8,000 y BP (e.g., ref. 14), and these
tooth size differences persist from prehistory to the present day (8,
17). Thus, the archaeological evidence implies that none of the Sus
scrofa present in Europe before the arrival of Near Eastern farmers
can be classified as domestic, indicating that European huntergatherers did not independently domesticate local wild boars.
Although the phenotype associated with Near Eastern domestic
pigs does not appear to vary considerably following their introduction to Europe (18–20), there is substantial discontinuity
with respect to their maternal (mitochondrial DNA [mtDNA])
ancestry. Ancient mtDNA analysis has shown that pigs of Near
Eastern maternal ancestry occurred as far west as the Paris Basin
(∼6,000 y BP) among early Neolithic European domestic pigs
(21). By 5,900 y BP, however, these Near Eastern genetic signatures had been replaced by those of European wild boars (21), and
it is possible that the Near Eastern ancestry also vanished from the
nuclear genome of modern domestic pigs. A recent analysis of
∼37,000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) typed in modern
pigs (22) was consistent with this hypothesis, but this study was
likely underpowered due to ascertainment biases and a lack of
ancient Near Eastern domestic and wild reference populations.
One possible mechanism to account for the apparent discontinuity between genotype and phenotype is gene flow from local
European wild boars into the introduced domestic population.
Domestic pigs have likely always interacted and interbred with
wild populations, and this process has been suggested wherever
domestic animals have arrived (e.g., ref. 23). Genetic introgression
(including the mitochondrial genome) from local wild boars into
the introduced domestic population potentially involved wild females being captured [perhaps as piglets during hunting as in
modern New Guinea (24, 25)] and kept in farming settlements.
Were these females allowed to reach sexual maturity and breed
with male domestics, the offspring would possess mtDNA (and
some nuclear ancestry) associated with local wild boars. Although
perhaps initiated as an accident, if the offspring of the wild-caught
females were perceived to possess superior traits, the acquisition
of wild female piglets may have become a regular practice.
If this admixture was limited (at least initially), and the gene
flow from wild boars did not substantially affect the phenotype of
the domestic population, it is possible that modern domestic pigs
retain a sufficient, yet undetected, fraction of Near Eastern ancestry that underlies domestic traits (26). This scenario of continuous gene flow with European wild boars predicts a gradual
and incomplete genomic replacement. If pig domestication was a
completely independent process, European pigs would derive
17232 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1901169116

exclusively from European wild boars, resulting in a sharp discontinuity of Near Eastern ancestry.
Here, we assessed whether modern domestic pig genomes
retain a Near Eastern component that is essential for maintaining their domestic characteristics, and characterized the extent, speed, and mechanisms by which pigs acquired European
wild boars ancestry. To do so, we obtained mitochondrial (including PCR data [n = 230] and next-generation sequencing
(NGS) data [n = 327]) and nuclear data, including 2 highcoverage (>10-fold), 7 medium-coverage (1- to 10-fold), and
54 low-coverage (<1-fold) genomes from an assessment of >500
archeological pig remains (Dataset S1). Our dataset (including
publicly available sequences) spans the past 14,000 y and includes a total of 2,099 samples from the Near East and Europe,
including samples from contexts that precede and follow the
origins of pig domestication.
Results and Discussion
A Neolithic Mitochondrial Turnover. Our mtDNA analysis revealed

2 broad groups: 1 from Western and Eastern Europe, including
mt-Italian, mt-A, mt-C, and mt-Y2 haplogroups (Fig. 1A and SI
Appendix, Figs. S7 and S8), and 1 from the Near East, including
haplogroups mt-Y1 and mt-ArmT (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix,
Figs. S7 and S8). These results substantiate previous findings that
mt-Y1 and mt-ArmT are indigenous to the Near East, although
mt-Y2, previously thought to be found exclusively in the Near
East (21), also appears to be present in wild boars from the
Balkans and northeast Italy (19, 27) (SI Appendix). In addition,
the mt-Y1 signature, originally restricted to the Near East (Fig.
1A), was not only identified in early Neolithic contexts in the
Near East and Europe but was also found in pigs that (based on
context and traditional biometrical analysis) were assigned a
domestic status (21, 28) (SI Appendix).
Altogether, this confirms that Near Eastern farmers brought
domestic pigs possessing an mt-Y1 signature into Europe during
the Neolithic expansion (21, 28). Our analysis of mtDNA data
from 2,099 samples (557 newly generated data), including 1,318
ancient samples (262 of wild boars, 592 of domestic pigs, and 464
of unknown status) and 781 modern samples (467 of wild boars
and 314 of domestic pigs), demonstrates that the first appearance
of the mt-Y1 haplotype in our continental European dataset was
∼8,000 y ago in Neolithic Bulgarian pigs (Kovačevo: Kov18,
Kov21), and its terminal appearance in a Neolithic context was
_
∼5,100 y ago in a Polish sample (AA134, Zegotki
2).
The few pigs possessing an mt-Y1 signature from post-Neolithic
contexts were found mostly on islands beyond mainland Europe in
southwestern Greece (4,350 to 3,250 y BP: MM495, MM486,
MM303), in Crete (3,100 y BP), in Sardinia (∼3,750 y BP) (29), near
Naples (∼800 y BP: VM_CM01, VM_CM02, VM_CM03), and in
Corsica (modern noncommercial pigs) (21), as well as in Tuscany
(∼800 y BP: VM_TM01) (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix). The persistence of
the mt-Y1 signature within pigs on islands mimics the patterns seen in
isolated island populations of both sheep and humans. For instance,
sheep in Orkney and St. Kilda (30), and human populations in
Sardinia (31), were not subjected to significant introgression
from later migratory waves and, instead, possess a larger proportion of Anatolian/Near Eastern ancestry relative to their
mainland counterparts.
Gene Flow and a Corresponding Near-Complete Nuclear Turnover.

While these data confirm the existence of a complete turnover of
mtDNA, this marker does not provide sufficient power to assess
whether the turnover was the result of introgression with local
female wild boars or the result of an indigenous domestication
process (28). To address this issue, we sequenced 2 high-coverage, 7
medium-coverage, and 54 low-coverage ancient genomes spanning
over 9,000 y. A neighbor-joining phylogenetic reconstruction of
modern and ancient wild boars nuclear data reflects the distinct
geographic partitioning of mtDNA data in western Eurasia (32).
More specifically, distinct ancestries are present within ancient
European and Near Eastern wild boars remains that predate
Frantz et al.
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Fig. 1. (A) Map representing the distribution of East Asian (blue), Near Eastern (including haplogroups mt-Y1 and mt-ArmT; yellow), European (including
haplogroups mt-Italian, mt-A, mt-C, and mt-Y2; red), and Y2 (purple) haplogroups in wild boars. Black dots represent the locations of 696 modern and ancient wild boar.
Haplogroup assignments were used to interpolate the underlying color distribution, which demonstrates the biogeographical boundaries of these 3 general haplogroups. (B) Large pie chart in the upper right corner of the map represents overall frequencies of these haplogroups in domestic pigs. Small pie charts on the map show
the frequencies at various archeological sites/locations between 8,000 y BP and 5,100 y BP (B), between 5,099 and 180 y BP [before the Industrial Revolution and the
introduction of Asian pigs in Europe (35) (C), and in modern pigs (D)]. A few samples from our datasets have been excluded from these plots; more details are provided in
SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7.

domestication (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S10). An ADMIXTURE
analysis of 38 wild boars nuclear genomes, including an ancient
wild boars from Aşıklı Höyük (∼10,000 y BP, Turkey) reveals that
modern wild individuals from Greece possess 33 to 38% Near
Eastern nuclear ancestry, while those from Italy possess only 6 to
10% (Fig. 2A). The decreasing proportion of Near Eastern ancestry among wild boars from Greece to Italy most likely reflects
admixture between wild populations from Anatolia into Greece
and then into Italy (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). It is also possible,
however, that a portion of the Anatolian ancestry found in Italian
wild boars is the result of admixture from domestic pigs derived
from the Near East into wild populations, instances of which have
previously been shown to have occurred in northern Germany (33).
Additional ADMIXTURE analyses, including 111 genomes,
clearly demonstrate that most modern domestic pigs (77 of 85) do
not possess significant levels of Near Eastern ancestry (SI Appendix,
Frantz et al.

Figs. S15 and S16). In fact, when modern European domestic pigs
are treated as a single population, our haplotype-based analyses
[GLOBETROTTER (34)] indicate that their overall Near Eastern
ancestry is only ∼4% (SI Appendix), and most of this Near Eastern
signal is derived from a few modern breeds from Italy, Hungary,
and Spain that possessed 1.7 to 6.4% Near Eastern nuclear ancestry
(Fig. 2B). Interestingly, the majority of these breeds occur in regions
of Europe where modern wild boar possess, on average, higher
levels of Near Eastern ancestry (6 to 33%; Fig. 2 A and B), and, as
opposed to many other European populations, these breeds were
not mixed with Chinese pigs during breed improvement programs
during the 19th century (35, 36) (SI Appendix, Figs. S15 and S16). It
is therefore likely that the limited Near Eastern ancestral component detected in these samples was acquired through gene flow with
local wild boars (in Italy or the Balkans), and maintained as a result
of a lack of admixture with introduced Chinese pigs.
PNAS | August 27, 2019 | vol. 116 | no. 35 | 17233
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Fig. 2. (A) Bar plots representing the proportion of ancestry from Europe (red), the Near East (yellow), and East Asia (blue) in Eurasian wild boar genomes. (B) Bar
plots depicting the proportion of Near Eastern ancestry in modern and ancient European domestic pigs. (C) PCA (excluding East Asian domestic pigs; SI Appendix, Fig.
S14) showing the existence of 2 groups of ancient domestic pigs: 1 close to Near Eastern wild boar and 1 close to European wild boar.

We further assessed the degree of Near Eastern ancestry in archaeological pigs. Our ADMIXTURE analysis indicates that
Bronze Age domestic pigs from western Iran (∼4,300 y BP: AA363)
and Armenia (∼3,500 y BP: AA119) did not possess any European
ancestry, and were exclusively derived from ancient Near Eastern
wild boar (SI Appendix, Figs. S15 and S16). In Europe, 4 ancient
high/medium-coverage domestic pigs did possess Near Eastern
nuclear ancestry (Fig. 2B). Specifically, 2 early Neolithic samples
from Herxheim, Germany (∼7,100 y BP: KD033, KD037) possessed
∼54% and ∼9% Near Eastern ancestry, respectively; a domestic pig
from la Baume d’Oulen, France (∼7,100 y BP: AA288) possessed
15%; a Late Neolithic sample from Durrington Walls in Britain
(∼4,500 y BP: VEM185) possessed ∼10%; and a 1,000-y-old Viking
17234 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1901169116

Age sample from the Faroe Islands (AA451) possessed only 5%. Of
these, only the Herxheim sample (KD033), with ∼54% Near Eastern
ancestry, possessed the Near Eastern mt-Y1 haplotype (Dataset S1),
and also had substantially more Near Eastern ancestry than any of
the ancient or modern European wild boar (Fig. 2B). This is supported by outgroup f3-statistics analysis, which indicates that KD033
shares more drift with Near Eastern wild boar than any other ancient or modern pig genome (SI Appendix, Fig. S17), as well as
significant D-statistics of the form D (outgroup, Near Eastern wild
boar; European wild boar: KD033) (Z << 3; SI Appendix, Fig. S18).
These results indicate that European wild boars were being incorporated into domestic populations relatively soon after the latter
were introduced from the Near East.
Frantz et al.
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from 4 Italian suids from AD 1800 (37)] is coincident with our
nuclear data, indicating that <3,000 y after domestic pigs were
introduced, their Near Eastern ancestry (at both mitochondrial
and nuclear levels) had all but vanished. The hybrid nature of the
high-coverage genome from the Neolithic Herxheim pig in Germany (7,100 y BP: KD033; Fig. 2B) indicates that this disappearance was most likely gradual, and was the result of gene flow
from European wild boar into the introduced Near Eastern
domestic pig populations.
The Extent of Near Eastern Ancestry in Modern Domestic Pigs. To
assess the threshold above which we could confidently identify
Near Eastern ancestry in our ancient data, we simulated genomes
with predefined Near Eastern ancestry proportions and analyzed
the data using ADMIXTURE (38). We then used a binomial
distribution to compute the probability of successfully detecting
Near Eastern ancestry in 8 of 85 genomes (reflecting our modern
data) (Fig. 2B and SI Appendix, Fig. S19). For admixture values ≥5%, the probability of observing only 8 genomes with Near
Eastern ancestry is <1% (SI Appendix, Fig. S19A). This indicates
that ADMIXTURE should detect significantly more pigs with
Near Eastern ancestry if the genome of every modern domestic
pig possessed a Near Eastern component ≥5%. Additionally, our
simulations indicate that the GLOBETROTTER (34) analysis can
accurately detect 4% Near Eastern ancestry (SI Appendix, Fig.
S19B), which is less than what is present in modern Italian and
Balkan wild boar. If a degree of Near Eastern ancestry was essential for the maintenance of the domestic phenotype in Europe,
we would therefore predict that the underlying causative variants
are present in no more than ∼4% of the genome.
To further explore this possibility, we investigated whether regions of modern domestic pig genomes reported to be subjected to
positive selection (26) were more closely related to either Near
Eastern or European wild boar. To do so, we first phased modern
and high-coverage ancient genome data using shapeit (39). For
each positively selected region, we computed the nucleotide distance between every pair of domestic and wild haplotypes. For
each domestic pig haplotype, we computed the normalized difference between the nucleotide distance of the closest European
haplotype and the closest Near Eastern wild boar haplotype. We
then plotted the mean and SD of this statistic for each sweep region (SI Appendix). Our results show that a large majority of domestic pig haplotypes within these sweep regions share a closer
genetic affinity to European wild boars than to Near Eastern wild
boar (271 of 298; SI Appendix, Fig. S20). In fact, we did not identify
a single region that was closer to Near Eastern wild boars (SI
Appendix, Fig. S20). This suggests that the majority of humanmediated selection that took place after the arrival of pigs in
Europe most likely did not target haplotypes of Near Eastern origin. We could not, however, distinguish between European and
Near Eastern ancestry in ∼10 sweep regions. Given the bias toward
modern European wild boar haplotypes in our dataset, it is possible
that our analysis did not possess sufficient power to identify Near
Eastern ancestry in those ∼10 regions. Doing so will require additional sequencing of modern and ancient Near Eastern pigs.
The Evolution and Dispersal of Black Coat Color. To further assess the
potential relevance of Near Eastern ancestry to the genetic and
phenotypic makeup of early and modern domestic pigs, we investigated the Melanocortin 1 Receptor (MC1R) gene. This gene
has been shown to harbor functional mutations (linked to the loss of
camouflage coat color) that are highly correlated with domestic
status (SI Appendix). Our analyses of previously published and novel
modern and ancient MC1R sequence data (269 domestic pigs and
46 wild boar) demonstrate that a specific nonsynonymously derived
mutation [D124N (40)], which is associated with black (or black and
white spotted) coat color in western Eurasian domestic pigs, is almost absent in both modern and ancient wild boars from the Near
East and Europe (1 of 92; SI Appendix, Fig. S8). The only wild boar
that possessed 1 copy of the derived allele originated from a population in The Netherlands that is known to have recently interbred
PNAS | August 27, 2019 | vol. 116 | no. 35 | 17235
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To obtain a more precise temporal and geographic resolution
of the disappearance of Near Eastern genomic signatures in
Europe, we performed additional analyses of 54 low-coverage
ancient genomes (<1-fold) that possessed sufficient data (>5,000
SNPs covered from a panel of ∼12 million SNPs; SI Appendix) to
be confidently projected onto a principal component analysis
(PCA) alongside both modern and (high- and medium-coverage)
ancient genomes. We analyzed these data together with those of
Asian wild and domestic pigs. In this analysis, principal component 1 (PC1) separated European and Asian pigs, while PC2
separated Near Eastern and European pigs (SI Appendix, Fig.
S14). After removing Asian pigs, PC1 separated modern European domestic pigs from all other samples, while PC2 separated
European from Near Eastern pigs (Fig. 2C). The separation
between European domestic pigs and all other samples on PC1 is
most likely the result of admixture between Asian and European
breeds following breed improvement programs in the 19th century (35, 36) (SI Appendix, Figs. S15 and S16).
The PCA revealed 2 groups of ancient European pigs (including
25 previously identified as domestic using a combination of
morphometric and contextual data and 10 with unknown status)
(Fig. 2C). The first group consisted of 8 domestic pigs that are
closer to Near Eastern wild boars and ancient Near Eastern domestic pigs (Fig. 2C). In all, this group comprised Neolithic pigs
from contexts dating from 7,650 to 6,100 y BP, including the following: Madzhari, Northern Macedonia (∼7,650 y BP: BLT022,
BLT023); Herxheim, Germany (7,100 y BP: KD033, KD032);
Măgura, Romania (7,100 y BP: BLT010); Pločnik, Serbia (∼6,650
y BP: AA212); Vinča Belo Brdo, Serbia (∼6,500 y BP: BLT014);
and Căscioarele, Romania (∼6,000 y BP: AA072). Interestingly, 7
of these samples also possessed the Near Eastern mt-Y1 haplogroup (AA212 is unknown) (Dataset S1). We also identified 3
samples from Buran-Kaya, Crimea (∼7,000 y BP: AA380, AA480,
AA483) that also cluster close to Near Eastern wild boars, although they each possess the mt-Y2 haplotype and so are thought
to be local wild boars (Dataset S1).
The second group of ancient European samples was closer to wild
and modern domestic pigs from Europe and included samples that
are mostly younger in age than the first group. This second group
consisted of 18 domestic samples from overall more recent archaeological sites dating from 7,100 to 900 y BP, including the following:
Herxheim, Germany (7,100 y BP: KD037); Oulens, France (∼7,100 y
BP: AA288); Bozdia, Poland (∼6,700 y BP: AA346; ∼900 y BP:
AA343, AA341); Durrington Walls, England (∼4,500 y BP:
VEM183, VEM184, VEM185); Utrecht, The Netherlands (∼2,300 y
BP: KD025; ∼700 y BP: KD024); Basel, Switzerland (∼2,000 y BP:
AA266); Coppergate, England (∼1,800 y BP: AA301); Undir Junkariusfløtti, Faroe Islands (∼1,000 y BP: AA451, AA411, AA414,
AA418, AA440); and Ciechrz, Poland (∼900 y BP: AA139). This
group also comprised 7 ancient samples that could not be identified
as either wild or domestic, including the following: la Grotte du Taï,
France (∼7,100 y BP: AA294); Santa Maria in Selva, Italy (Late
Neolithic: AA629); and El Portalón, Spain (∼5,400 y BP: AA513;
∼4,500 y BP: AA507; ∼3,600 y BP: AA512, AA511;∼900 y BP:
AA513). Lastly, 2 ancient wild boars, 1 from Birsmatten-Basisgrotte,
Switzerland (∼7,700 y BP: AA241) and 1 from Siniarzewo, Poland
(∼2,900 y BP: LG507) were also found to fall closer to modern
European wild boars. All of these samples possessed a European
mtDNA signature (Dataset S1).
Collectively, these results reveal a fluctuating temporal pattern
of Near Eastern genomic ancestry in western Eurasian domestic
pigs, and the general trend shows that the samples closer in time
and space to the source of the first Near Eastern pigs possessed a
greater proportion of Near Eastern ancestry. In mainland Europe,
domestic pigs from Neolithic sites situated around the Styrmon
(e.g., Northern Macedonia), Danube (e.g., Romania), and Rhin
(e.g., Germany) river systems in Germany, Romania, Macedonia,
and Serbia possessed substantially more Near Eastern ancestry
than is present in European wild boar (Fig. 2 B and C). The timing
of the first (∼8,000 y BP) and last (∼5,100 y BP) appearances of
Near Eastern mtDNA signatures in continental Europe [apart
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with domestic pigs (41). By characterizing this SNP in ancient domestic pigs (using NGS and PCR assays; Dataset S1), we identified
64 of 76 animals with at least 1 copy of the derived allele (the
remaining 12 were homozygous for the wild type). Altogether, this
suggests that while the ancestral allele at this locus cannot be used
to unequivocally distinguish wild and domestic pigs, the derived
allele is highly indicative of domestic status.
The earliest pigs that possessed the derived allele were found at
Neolithic Ulucak Höyük in western Anatolia (∼8,650 y BP:
AL1102; ∼8,250 y BP: Ulu48). The earliest European pigs that
possess the derived allele are from Neolithic sites in Bulgaria
(∼7,500 y BP: Cav6, Kov19), Romania (∼7,200 y BP: Uiv10), and
Germany (∼7,100 y BP: KD033, KD037). Further phylogenetic
analysis of the ∼100-kb region surrounding the MC1R gene indicated
that 169 of 174 phased sequences, obtained from high-coverage
modern and ancient domestic pigs that possessed the D124N allele,
clustered in a monophyletic clade (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).
This result suggests that the D124N mutation found in Near
Eastern and European pigs arose just once and was maintained,
despite substantial gene flow with European wild boars. Interestingly, the nearest clade to this monophyletic cluster consisted
of 2 haplotypes found in modern wild boar with European ancestry (The Netherlands) and Near Eastern ancestry (from Samos
off the Anatolian west coast; SI Appendix, Fig. S9). This finding
indicates that we do not possess the resolution to infer whether the
D124N mutation (now fixed in many domestic breeds) first arose
in the Near East or in Europe. Although we cannot definitively
identify the geographic origin of the D124N mutation using phylogenetic analysis, the fact that it occurred in Anatolia before the
arrival of domestic pigs into Europe, and that it likely arose only
once, strongly suggests that this trait originated in Anatolia and
was present in the first pigs that were transported into Europe.
Conclusion
Our results indicate that the Anatolian wild boars domesticated
∼10,500 y ago were the ancestors of domestic pigs that were
transported into Europe ∼8,500 y BP. By the late Neolithic
(5,000 y BP), the Near Eastern genomic proportion of domestic
pigs in Europe had dropped to <50%, and the Near Eastern
fraction is now 0 to 4% in modern European domestic pigs. This
near-complete genomic replacement and gradual disappearance
of Near Eastern ancestry occurred over 3 millennia in continental
Europe and was the result of hybridization between Near Eastern
domestic pigs and European wild boars. This further implies that
European domestic pigs did not originate from an independent
domestication process, but rather from the continuous management of herds that were interbred (however intentionally) with
local wild boar. In Mediterranean regions, including Sardinia (42),
Corsica (42), Spain (43), Greece (44), and Roman Italy (45),
swineherd management often allowed for pigs to seasonally range
freely away from human settlements. Combined with other traditions such as pig transhumance (42), these practices likely offered the opportunity for reciprocal gene flow between wild boar
and managed pigs, although, at least in some regions, a clear size
difference persisted throughout. Our results suggest that these
management strategies may have been practiced in Europe from
the first introduction of pigs in the Neolithic.
The introgression from European wild boars eroded the proportion of Near Eastern ancestry in European pigs to levels that are
potentially below our detection threshold. As predicted by a model
in which European pigs were not independently domesticated, we
found the existence of a genetic variant leading to black coat color
(within the MC1R gene) that was transferred from the Near East
into Europe by early farmers, where it resisted introgression from
wild boar. This finding suggests that other regions of the genome
that govern domestic phenotypes (e.g., smaller size) may also have
retained their Near Eastern ancestry, but our analyses indicate that
these regions make up no more than 4% of the genome. In fact, we
show that the vast majority of human-mediated selection over the
past 5,000 y focused instead on the genomic fraction derived from
the European wild boars, and not on genomic variants that were
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selected by Near Eastern Neolithic farmers during the first 2,500 y
of the domestication process.
Previous coalsecent simulations have shown that a genomic replacement of this magnitude, as a result of introgression from a local
population into an invading population is expected, so long as the
incoming population is relatively small and strong barriers to interbreeding do not exist (46). The degree to which the Near Eastern
fraction of the earliest domestic pigs in Europe has been erased
from the genome of modern European pigs is unprecedented. Despite the fact that introgression has also been shown to be common
(47, 48) between local wild populations and translocated domestic
animals [e.g., cattle (49), horses (50), dogs (51), chickens (52),
goats (5)] and plant species [e.g., grapes (53), apples (54),
maize (55, 56)], pigs are the only species that has experienced a
genomic turnover so substantial that their original ancestry is
barely detectable within modern populations. This suggests that
pigs experienced a significantly smaller degree of reproductive
isolation from their wild European counterparts than did other
dispersing domesticates that encountered closely related wild
species in the regions into which they were introduced [e.g.,
cattle (49), dogs (51)].
Overall, our results suggest that domestication narratives are not
as straightforward as a simple dispersal of fully domesticated plants
and animals out of the area of initial domestication. Instead, domestication is a protracted process, a significant proportion of
which takes place through continual admixture and humanmediated selection. These perspectives underscore the temporally dynamic nature of the relationship between humans and
domestic taxa, and our increasing ability to monitor this process by
analyzing ancient genomic data within the context of metrical,
isotopic, and other analyses.
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